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Soft Shadows 
 

An object lit by a light source casts shadows. Shadows can be black or 
grey. The transition from the shadows to the fully lit part can be abrupt 
and hard edged, or fading. Soft Shadows are the ones that fade into the 
fully lit environments. 

 
Introduction 

In a two dimensional representation of a three dimensional scene, clues are needed for the 
beholder to make sense of what is depicted. Haze gives us a clue how far into the distance 
the landscape recedes (and how moist the air is). Shadows inform us from which direction and 
elevation the light shines, how big the light source is and the size of the object in relation to 
the surroundings. The darkness of the shadow cast is a clue how bright the ambient light is. 
On an airless world, shadows are black but can still have fading transitions to the lit ground if 
the light source has some size. On our world, a star is a point light source and the sun has a 
size of about half a degree. 

 
At left very dark shadows, at right less dark shadows; on top hard and on bottom soft. 

 
Shadows in Bryce 

Bryce has three types of light sources: the sun, radial, spot, dome, etc. controlled in the Light 
Lab, and a high dynamic range image (HDRI) as light source. Shadow intensity and shadow 
softness can be adjusted for each light individually. 

Shadow Intensity is a confusing term because it does not control whether the shadows cast 
are lighter or darker. Rather, it controls how much the object hit by this light source is made 
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transparent to its light. With shadow intensity at max (100%) the object hit by this light source 
is completely opaque to light and that is the normal and natural behaviour.  

 
At left shadow intensity 100, at right 9. The shadow brightness is the same (grey 48). 

 
Even though the shadow darkness is actually the same (R/G/B 48/48/48), the surface of the 
object opposite the light is still black and hence this does not look natural with such a bright 
shadow. The surface directly lit by the light has still the same brightness (R/G/B 252/252/252) 
in both renders shown above. The shadows cast on the ground at left are brightened by an 
additional light (fully white HDRI with quality 128). 

Sun Shadow Intensity is a global control and should always be set to 100. If it is set lower, the 
shadow intensity of all light sources is reduced accordingly and each object gets that amount 
of light transparency. There may be moments when reducing shadow intensity for a particular 
light source can be an advantage, but it should always be 100 for the sun. 

Shadow Softness can be set for each light source individually and applies only to that light 
source. All light sources in Bryce are point lights without size like the stars in the sky and 
hence there is no «natural» softness. The renderer moves the light sources a bit around to 
emulate a size for the light that has shadow softness engaged. The amount of that movement 
is adjusted with the softness control. Obviously, this takes longer to render because light and 
shadow paths have to be calculated for each virtual position. The render time does not 
change between the 1 and the 100 setting. 

IBL Soft Shadows is a real render hog. Like for all other light sources, there is no difference in 
the time to render whether shadow softness is at 1 or 100 but it is about 15 times slower than 
with shadow softness at 0. Each higher Quality setting doubles the render time. Instead of 
shadow softness, increasing quality from 16 to 128 will still render twice as fast as shadow 
softness at quality 16. 

Sky Dome colour other than black is also a 
means to brighten up dark shadows. At right it 
is set to grey 192 and the shadow is grey 48 
like in the previous examples. Sky Dome is a 
radial in the zenith that does not cast shadows 
and therefore all objects in the scene get trans-
parent for the light shining from above. This ex-
cludes vertical faces as can be seen on the 
cylinder, which is black at left, but that face on 
the pyramid is lit. However, bump effects are 
taken into account as seen on the cube. 
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Area light sources: all light sources, except the sun, can be set as area lights; these are lights 
that are not point light sources but have a size according to their wire frame size. This can be 
done by enabling True Ambience Optimization for each individual light source, even for an 
HDRI but — again — not for the sun. This has only an effect when rendered Premium with True 
Ambience (TA). Shadows look different, soft and rather faint. TA is not covered here. 

 
Practical Soft Shadows 

Shadow softness also helps determining the geometry of the objects in the scene. Hard edges 
show the edges of the object and soft ones the shadows cast. The example below shows what 
is meant by this. It is less difficult to make sense of the shape in the picture at right with the 
soft shadows. 

 
 
Softness Setting 

All examples with soft shadow above have the softness set to maximum 100. This is seldom 
necessary and often does not look real. A high softness setting also asks for a higher render 
quality setting. Each higher step doubles the render time. The examples below have softness at 
100 and were rendered premium with soft shadows; at left with 4 rays per pixel (rpp) and at 
right with 256. The right picture took 64 times longer to render than the left one. 

 
More realistic softness settings for sunlit landscapes are between 15 and 30. If the surfaces of 
the objects on which the shadows fall are not flat and polished but have some surface 
geometry or bump, quality can be set lower and in most cases 9 rpp are just fine. 
 
A Landscape Example 

Below are renders of the same mountainous landscape. The terrain has white diffuse, there is 
no haze. A faint Distant Light at the opposite of the sun and the same elevation brightens up 
the shadows. The sun is at azimuth 350° and elevation (altitude) 37°. 
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Top left: no shadow softness; top right softness 100, rendered regular. 

Below the scene rendered premium with 16 rpp; at left sun shadow softness 100, at right 25. 

The render at bottom right looks natural and 16 rpp are sufficient but at left 16 rays per pixel 
are not enough, pixilation on the transition is visible. 
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Above an HDRI is used in place of the sun. The Distant Light is at the same position. The HDRI 
has the sun at azimuth 0° and elevation at 37° if Pitch is 90°. Quality 16 was used and to 
match the elevation of the sun to get the same shadows, Pitch was lowered to 85. This was 
necessary because the point light generated from the HDRI for the sun by the Median-cut 
algorithm is not exactly at the centre of the sun with Quality 16. Otherwise, the shadow 
settings are the same as for the sun: top left hard shadows, top right 100% soft IBL shadows 
and rendered Regular, below left also 100% soft shadows and rendered Premium with 16 rpp, 
and at lower right finally only 25% soft IBL shadows rendered with 16 rpp. 
 

 
Shadow softness 10%: left Quality 16, Pitch 85; right Quality 256 and Pitch 90. 

Comparing sun and IBL shadows shows that the softness for IBL shadows is wider. In these 
examples, IBL shadow softness 10% about equals sun shadow softness 25%. Increasing IBL 
quality makes things worse in this example. 

The examples above concentrate on the quality of the shadow transition. The uniform colours 
used make it difficult to discern the face of the mountain in shadow and the shadow itself. 
 
Practical Landscape Example (Sun) 

Here we look at a «real» scene. It is built with a triple stacked terrain and is lit by the sun and 
the ambient light comes from an HDRI without a prominent light in it. 

 
Left: hard shadows regular render. Right: 20% soft shadows, premium render 9 rpp, time +30%. 

The left side of the mountain crest is lit by the sun; the other side is unlit by the sun and lies in 
the shadow. The hard transition between light and dark makes it clear that this is due to the 
shape of the mountain — or the shape of the geometry. 

The shadow the mountain casts extends to the right and it is hard in the left picture. This looks 
unnatural. The right picture was rendered with 20% soft sun shadows and looks much more 
natural. Premium 9 rpp is sufficient because the ground on which the transition falls is bumpy. 
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Practical Object Example (HDRI) 

The scene is lit exclusively by a specular convolved HDRI that has its key light (a lamp) almost 
in the zenith and a second (actually the reflection in the mirror) a bit fainter and a bit to the 
left. 

 
Regular renders, no shadow softness; left: quality 16, centre quality 256 and right quality 4096. 

Setting Quality to 16 (lights) is definitely too cheap. The shadow banding is excessive. With the 
ground a bit bumpy and some specularity, Quality 256 seems to be quite sufficient. The time 
to render is eightfold. Going all the way to Quality 4096 increases render time again by 8 
without any noticeable improvement. 
 

 
100% soft IBL shadows, Quality 16; left regular; centre premium 64 rpp; right Quality 64, 16 rpp. 

Instead of increasing IBL Quality and keeping it at 16, IBL shadow softness was set to 100% 
and rendered Regular. There is not much improvement when comparing the lower and the 
upper left renders except for the render time: the lower left render took 35½ times longer 
than the upper one. 

Both the centre and right render look quite good and nearly the same. However, the right one 
only took 61% of the time to render than the centre one. Both the upper centre one and the 
lower right one look good; the lower one took only 16% longer than the upper centre one, 
which is rather close. 

A better strategy than using brute force with maximum settings is to plop render critical parts 
and find the most economic settings that give the desired result. 

 
Conclusion 

Using shadow softness does increase the render time, just a bit or dramatically so, more so if 
volumetric clouds are in the scene. In the end, the artist decides whether an increased render 
time is worth the improvement of the artwork. It may also depend on how much time was 
invested to create the artwork in the first place. A quick cobbled-together scene may not be 
worth the trouble of waiting long for the render to finish; an elaborate work may look 
disappointing if not properly rendered. 

Shown below are three examples rendered once without and once with shadow softness. 
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Regular render at left; 30% shadow softness at right, rendered with 9 rpp, time +18% 

This example increased render time just by less than a fifth and I think it was worth the time. 
Note that, like in nature, not much shadow softness can be observed in the distance. 
 

 
Regular render at left; 25% shadow softness at right, rendered with 9 rpp, time +240% 

There is not much improvement when rendered with shadow softness and a render time 
almost 2½ longer than without was not worth the long wait in my opinion. 
 

 
Regular render left and centre; 12% soft shadows; right premium with 64 rpp, render time x 14. 

From the left to the right picture, the time to render increased 14 fold, which I find rather 
excessive. 

Rendering regular with soft shadows can have unexpected effects as the centre picture shows. 
There are a few radials in the cabinet with the vases and it got very brightly lit. I noticed queer 
results now and then when using soft shadows and rendering regular but have not yet found 
out what causes it. The examples on the previous pages do not exhibit unexpected results. 
Watch the preview when engaging shadow softness when Regular rendering is selected. If it 
looks funny when shadows are set soft, use Premium rendering and enable soft shadows. 
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